This paper is the third in a series of papers that describe a new plug-in for enabling the integration of the IntelliJ IDEA IDE with the JBoss application server. The JBoss plug-in was first conceived and implemented by Martin Fuhrer at Fuhrer Engineering.
CREATING A SERVLET
This section describes how to create a servlet that will make use of the EJB that was created in part 2 of this paper. One of the critical elements will be setting up the execution environment of the servlet in order to make the EJB available. This is accomplished by declaring a reference in the web module's deployment descriptor to the EJB's home interface. Once again, IntelliJ IDE wizards provide a GUI for the synthesis of the needed resources. During runtime, the servlet will use JNDI to look up the interface and create an object that can be used to invoke the EJB methods.
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Creating a Servlet
Right-click (or control-click, for the Mac) on the web module in the project JTree and select the New:Servlet menu item, as shown in Figure 1 .1. We now have an empty servlet. The Servlet dialog will be displayed, which you may close.
Mapping an EJB Reference
The HelloServlet has the role of providing a GUI for the EJB. The servlet locates the bean by its logical (reference) name ejb/hello and not by the real JNDI name. To accomplish this we first create an EJB reference, and then map the reference to the EJB's real JNDI name. 
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J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 5, NO. 2 the bean, as it is used in the servlet (recall that ejb/hello was used in the servlet when making the call to JNDI lookup). Also note that cross module links will not work in the deployed environment. As a result, you should delete the entry that appears in the EJB reference's Link field. The dialog is shown in Figure 1 .5 for the case of the remote EJB and Figure 1 .6 for the case of the local EJB. 
Mapping a Friendly URL for the Servlet
We can define a URL pattern to access the servlet. To do so we map the URL pattern to the servlet name, as shown below. Select the Assembly Descriptor tab. Select the "+" icon under Servlet Mappings to reveal a URL Pattern, and enter in a URL pattern, as shown in Figure 1 .10. 
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Modifying the Servlet Class to Access the EJB Methods
Recall that we added the methods hello and getDate to our session bean. Now we want our servlet to act as a client for invoking these methods, so we need to add this functionality to the servlet class. Remember that we showed how to create a local bean as well as how to create a remote bean. The only differences between the two in our servlet code will be the names of the bean interfaces. Open the HelloServlet class from the project JTree. throws NamingException, CreateException, IOException { HelloHome home = (HelloHome) new InitialContext().lookup("java:comp/env/ejb/hello"); Hello hello = home.create(); out.println("<html><body><h2>" + hello.sayHello() + " -" + hello.getDate() + "</h2></body></html>"); } } Figure 1 .12 An implementation for accessing the remote HelloServlet EJB Consider the local bean implementation. The code will be the same as for the remote bean implementation except that the JNDI lookup needs to reference the LocalHello component interface and the LocalHelloHome home interface. For a servlet that implements a local interface, the synthesizeOutput method will then look like that shown in Figure 1 .13.
private void synthesizeOutput(ServletOutputStream out)
throws NamingException, CreateException, IOException { LocalHelloHome home = (LocalHelloHome) new InitialContext().lookup("java:comp/env/ejb/hello"); LocalHello hello = home.create(); out.println("<html><body><h2>" + hello.sayHello() + " -" + hello.getDate() + "</h2></body></html>"); } Figure 1 .13 A SynthesizeOutput method implementation for accessing the local HelloServlet EJB Now that your servlet is complete, you are ready to create an application module.
CREATING AN APPLICATION MODULE
This section describes how to create an Enterprise Application Archive (i.e., an EAR file). An EAR file is an archive containing EJBs, resource adapters, web modules, and possibly other application modules [Chan] . The EAR file will serve as a container for our EJB module (ejb.jar, containing our session bean and EJB deployment descriptor files) and our web module (web.war, containing our servlet and web application deployment descriptor files) that were created in previous section. The EAR file encapsulates the entire J2EE application which will then be deployed from the IntelliJ environment to the JBoss application server.
In order to create an application module, you select 
CONCLUSION
This paper discussed how to create a servlet that will act as an interface for invoking EJB methods, and then using the data retrieved to produce an output to a web page. To accomplish this we declared a reference to the EJB, which allowed our servlet to use JNDI to look up the bean's home interface. This mapping resides in the web deployment descriptor (web.xml). We also needed to map the EJB's reference name to the real JNDI name, so that we could use the reference name in the JNDI lookup. This mapping resides in the JBoss-specific web deployment descriptor (jboss-web.xml). Luckily, we did not have to modify these XML files directly, as IntelliJ provided a GUI for us. We also saw how to map a user friendly URL into the created servlet. Finally, this paper discussed the creation of a J2EE application module for deploying our enterprise application to the JBoss application server. The application module consisted of an EAR file that served as a container for the Web and EJB modules. Using
